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Good morning, I hope this email finds you all well.  Please review, disseminate, and amplify (as appropriate) the following information with your 
department chairs , program directors, and others responsible for compiling information for the annual assessment report.  Questions can be 
directed to me and/or Dr. McWilliams.  A pdf of this information will be posted on the Academics Assessment webpage.

Given the trying conditions in which faculty are currently teaching and mids are learning, the Faculty Senate Assessment Committee is 
modifying the annual assessment reporting process to allow faculty to treat themselves humanely and to discourage heroic efforts.

The due date for filing assessment reports with the ADAA has been shifted from 12 June to 31 August, and, based on the 
individual situations of departments, the contents of those reports might change as well. We hope this extension provides an 
opportunity in the late summer or early fall for faculty to discuss student learning and consider what lessons should be documented.

As departments are in different places some may be able to complete the reports using the guidance socialized in February 
(unchanged from the previous year).  This is great where practicable, but will not be true of all departments or may be technically 
true of a department but require a heroic effort to pull off.  In such cases, departments should consider providing a brief after 
action report by responding (as feasible) to the following prompts in place of some or all of the typical assessment report if it is 
more useful at the local level:

1. What can you discern about student learning in 2019-20?
a. From the fall or the spring?
b. Related to learning outcomes?

i. Supported by student work (if realistic),
ii. by polling faculty for information (if possible),
iii. by anecdote (if that’s what we have), or
iv. it may be that it's simply not possible to answer this question.

2. What about this information is useful/meaningful, and should be documented?
a. If considering the period prior to spring break, what does this help us understand about student learning and ways in 

which we can improve educational experiences.
b. If considering the period after spring break, is there anything that we learned in adversity that we want to

document?  For example,
i. Information that faculty in follow-on courses should be aware of?
ii. Ways in which available technology can support teaching, learning, or assessing?

1. Resources for mids?
2. Ways to provide remote EI to work with mids’ schedules or when on MOs while still balancing work and

personal life?
iii. Aligning and being transparent in assignments and grading criteria?

3. Describe the planning for assessment activities in AY 2020-21.

Our hope is that these modifications are able to help USNA departments manage assessment activities in a way that is 
compassionate to both faculty and midshipmen.  Our goal is to do this without lessening the value of assessment that is 
grounded in student demonstrations of outcomes, interpreted with faculty expertise and insights, and shared and discussed to 
celebrate our successes and to make informed course  and program adjustments as appropriate.

Best regards,
Katherine Cermak and Mark McWilliams
Faculty Senate Assessment Committee Co Chairs
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